
End of Rotation #3 

Burnout ≠ Depression



The effects of stress and depression and rapid-acting antidepressants on synaptogenesis. 
Chronic stress and depression lead to atrophy of spines and synapses in brain regions that are 
implicated in depression. (See reference 8 for more detail.)
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Burnout ≠ Depression   
There is some overlap between burnout and depression; however, the two are 
distinct. Symptoms may be similar and may include negative attitude, decreased 
work productivity, fatigue, and/or low mood. Depression extends to areas of life 
outside of work and includes a constellation of symptoms including hopelessness, 
helplessness, changes in sleep and appetite, anhedonia, and suicidal ideation. 
Experiencing burnout may increase the likelihood someone may experience 
depression. Physicians in training are at high risk for depression. Prevalence 
of depression and depressive symptoms among resident physicians have been 
estimated to be 25-50%.

Researchers from the Intern Health Study have been exploring the stress respons-
es and risk factors impacting this group of physicians in training. Key findings to 
date include: 

 1.  Not all interns become depressed. Risk factors include being female, 
in a surgical program, and having a history of depression or early life 
adversity. (We’ll explore other more significant risk factors throughout 
the game.) 

 2.  The more sleep and physical activity interns logged, the better their 
moods.  

 3.  There is support for a causal relationship between depression and vas-
cular dysfunction impacting cardiovascular health during intern year.

 4.  During intern year, participants’ telomeres shortened an equivalent of 
6 years of typical cellular aging. This was more pronounced in individ-
uals with heavier workloads (>80 hours / week) (see Walker, et al, for a 
great NNCI commentary).

Animal models of depression have shown that chronic, uncontrolled stress can 
lead to changes in stress hormones, hippocampal atrophy, hippocampal brain 
derived neurotrophic factor (BDNF) expression, and microglial signaled neural 
circuit remodeling. Antidepressant medications (and exercise) may have the 
opposite effect of depression by reversing neuronal atrophy and cell loss, partly 
explaining their effectiveness. Psychosocial factors, including the experience of 
stress, are involved in the processes related to the neurotrophic model.   



Round Table Discussion / Exercise:
At this point, it is well known in the medical community that physicians have a 
high prevalence of depression. Despite this, it is difficult for individuals to seek 
out treatment. 

For the next Round Table exercise, each participant should spend the next  
2 minutes brainstorming:

Obstacles that prevent individuals from receiving treatment; and
strategies to help accommodate psychiatric treatment within the work flow. 
 
Then, spend the next 5 minutes discussing everyone’s responses as a group.

After completing this exercise, please go on to the new game element.

New Game Element: 
Add to life events: 
 •  Voluntary medical leave (note: this card can be invoked at any time 

by a character who is exhausted, burned out, or depressed; see Game 
Rules for mechanics)

 •  Psychotherapy / Personal Psychiatric Treatment (note: this card may be 
played once per rotation in lieu of a hospital event if a co-intern agrees 
to cover your service; that co-intern then plays your hospital event in 
addition to their own)

End of Rotation Events:
All participants receive +20 PH, +20 EH, +10 CP. 

All characters play one Life Event. 

Advance the calendar by 2 months and then begin the next rotation.


